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An unreflected, spherical U*3” critical assembly has been in operation at
the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory since August, 1951. -4 remotely controlled mechanical svstem is used to assemble subcritical components of the
sphere, and reactiviti is adjusted with IF control rods. The maximum power
level during sustained operation is about 1 k~. Investigations with the assembly include studies of the neutron spectrum, observation of the changes
of reactivitv produced by inserting foreign materials into the assembly, and
determinstibn of parameters such as the temperature coefficient of reactivity. In addition, experiments at reactivities above prompt critical have been
carried out. The assembly has also been used as a source of short, high-intensity
bursts of neutrons in the stud\-w of delaved
w neutrons following fission.
IKTRODUCTIOK

Until 1951, studies of all-metal critical assembliescarried on with the Pajarito
Site remotely controlled facilities of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (I)
were concentrated on configurations of Us5 surrounded by various reflectors.
With these critical assemblies, spatial dependenceof fission rates, relations between critical mass and reflector thickness and material, changes in reactivity
produced by the introduction of nonfissionable materials into the assemblies,
distribution-in-energy of neutrons in the fissionable material, and time-dependent behavior of prompt neutron fission chains were investigated.
An extension of these studies with a bare assembly consisting entirelv of fissionable material in a simple geometry seemed desirable, since the number of
parameters affecting the interpretation of measurements Tlrouldbe reduced. ACcordingly, a nearly spherical and unrefiected assembly of uranium, enriched to a
Us5 content of approximately 90 %,3 was constructed. This device, kno\rn as
“Lady Godiva,” was first operated at delayed critical in August, 1951.
This paper deals mainly with details of the design and with parameters of
1 Work performed under the auspices of the L S. Atomic Energy Commission.
2 Present address: School of Engineering, University of California, Berkeley, California.
3 In subsequent references, the term “uranium” iiplies material of this enrichment in
ps .
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importance in the operation of Godiva, and is meant to be descriptive rather
than interpretative. Experiments involving use of this critical assembly are
mentioned briefly.
DESIGN OBJECTIVES AND CONSTRUCTION
In designing the unreflected U2%critical assembly, the objectives were these:
(a) The uranium components should as nearly as possible constitute a sphere,
of uniform density and isotopic composition, free from internal voids and from
dilution with nonfksionable structural materials.
(b) Major sections, individually subcritical, should be capable of assembly by
remotely controlled mechanical devices with such precision that the reactivity
of the sphere would be accurately reproduced in successiveassembly operations.
However, in order to minimize neutron reflection, mechanical supporting systems should be small and light. Accurately reproducible aligning and positioning
of the uranium components should, therefore, be effected through the design of
the sphere sections themselves rather than by provision of a mechanically preciseor rigid assembly device. Design of uranium piecesshould be consistent with
the mass limitation imposed on uranium casting processes.
(c) The interior parts of the uranium sphere should be accessibleto permit the
insertion of foils and counters in experiments.
(d) Two systems of reactivity control should be included. A continuously
variable control should provide for reactivity adjustment with an accuracy of
about 0.01 cent over a total range of perhaps 75 cents. (-4 cent is 1% of the reactivity increment which changesan assembly operating at delayed critical to one
in which the prompt neutrons alone sustain the chain reaction.) &4second, coarse
system of control to produce successive,equal increments in reactivity by steps
of about 5 cents over an 80-cent range, would also be desirable. This svstem
could be used for measuring the linearity of the continuously variable cbntrol
system as well as for making the gross adjustments to the sphere mass necessary
in Someexperiments.
The way in which the desired features were incorporated into the final Godiva
design is indicated in Fi g. 1, a view of the uranium components of the critical
assembly. It will be noted that the ideal geometry was not achieved, but that
instead the assembled parts make up a slightly elongated “sphere.” The equatorial diameter of the ball is roughly 6$ in. (-1’7 cm) and the average density
is slightly less than 19 gm/cm3.
AS indicated in Fig. 1, proper positioning of the sphere sections is effected
through the combined action of the alignment cones and the ball-and-socket
joints by which the upper and lower sphere sections are attached to the assembly
mechanism.A small degree of flexibility in the thin-walled steel tubing members
jvhich support the three major sphere components compensates for minor mis-
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FIG. 1. View of Godiva components. With the esception of the steel support structure
and the ball portions of the flexible mounts, all parts are uranium. The upper and center
sphere sections are shown separated into basic pieces.
alignments in the assembly mechanism. The E-in. cylindrical channel or ccglmy
hole” along a diameter of the sphere provides the required accessto the interior
of the assembly; space not occupied by experimental apparatus is filled w&h
the uranium plugs illustrated in Fig. 1.
Continuously variable reactivity control is obtained with the two & in. diameter uranium rods (Fi g. 1) which may be inserted into the channels parallel to
the glory hole. For making successive, equal changes in criticality, there are
fourteen 0.25 in. deep, 0.875 in. diameter recessesdistributed on the sphere
surface. These accommodate uranium “mass adjustment plugs” 0.250 in. (“A”
plugs) or 0.544 in. (“B” plugs) thick, which are held in place with uranium
screws.
Figure 2 shows an over-all view of Godiva, including the steel tubing framework of the assembly mechanism, the air cylinder supporting the upper sphere
section, and the hangers holding the center section. The control rod actuating
motors, gear boxes, indicator selsyns, etc., constitut.e the mechanical unit shown
to the right of the center sphere section. A small air cvlinder
included in this unit
Y

FIG.

7

d.

Godiva,. The uranium

components are shown in place on the remotely controlled
assembly machine.

is used to positi
a neutron source near the surface (if the sphere while an approach to a critical configurat,ion is being made. The lower sphere section hydraulic lift cylinder shown with itIs associated valves and pumps in the base of
the machine ‘I has n&v been replaced with a lighter, ;:ir-powered mecharlism.
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The mechanical operations involved in making a routine assembly of the fissionable material and achieving a critical configuration are initiated by personnel
in a control room about one-fourth mile distant from the building which houses
Godiva. The progress of the assembly operation is shown by signal lights and
selsyn-driven indicators coupled to moving parts of the assembly machine.
Since, for reasons of safety, it is undesirable to vary more than one parameter
affecting criticality at a given time, suitable interlocks permit the operator to
move the fissionable components together only in the following sequence:
(a) The upper sphere section descends as air pressure is gradually released
from the lift cylinder; the alignment cones guide it into position on the center
section of the sphere.
(b) Provided the control rods have been withdrawn and the source holder
advanced to the surface of the sphere, the lower section may be raised. To insure
positive closure at the sphere section interfaces, the lower section is allowed about
0.01 in. overtravel beyond the point of contact with the center section before the
lower lift piston comes to bear on a mechanical stop. This overtravel is accommodated by elastic deflection of the upper and central sphere section supports.
(c) The control rods may next be inserted as required to bring the assembled
sphere to a delayed critical configuration. The source holder may be retracted if
desired.
Disassembly of the sphere may be made in any sequence.Air and hydraulic
valving is arranged so that an electrical power failure results in automatic separation, or “scramming,” of the sphere sections. Suitable neutron detectors furnish a scram signal if the fission rate exceeds a specified value. Retraction of
either the upper or the lower sphere section alone makes the assembly highly
subcritical, and only simultaneous mechanical malfunction of two independent
actuating devices could prevent effective disassembly of the fissionable material.
Each control rod is moved by a 40.pitch lead screw driven by an electric motor
through a magnetic clutch and a gear box. Rod speed is varied by changing the
field current through the clutch. The entire control rod drive unit is held in a
fixed position relative to the sphere by tie bars parallel to the rods; the position
of the rods at any given time is shown in the control room on selsyn-driven indicators calibrated to 0.001 in.
DELAYED
CRITICAL

CRITICAL

OPER.4TION

M.4ss

After an initial, unsuccessful attempt to bring Godiva to delayed critical, the
insertion of a 0.1 in. thick uranium cylindrical section or “shim” into the upper
sphere section (Fi g. 1) made it possible to achieve a critical configuration with a
total mass of about 50 kg. This mass included the O&in. shim, one control rod
completely inserted, the second rod approximately one-half inserted, and 11 of
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the “A” plugs. In anticipation of experiments where the excess reactivity available by filling all surface recesses with the thicker “B” plugs would be inadequate, the 0.1.in. shim was replaced with one 0.2 in. thick. Delayed critical was
then obtained with approximately the same control rod configuration, but with
only 2 “A” plugs in place on the sphere.
The equivalent mass contribution from neutron reflection to the sphere by
supporting hangers, etc ., is probably less than 100 gm; this number is based on
effects observed in multiplication measurements on subcritical, unreflected
spheresand on the measured change in reactivity produced by placing additional
dummy hangers near the sphere. A comparison between the critical mass indoors
andthe critical mass observed with Godiva located out of doors on a tower about
15 ft above ground level indicates that neutron reflection from the building floor
and walls decreases the critical mass by less than 0.2 % .

CONTROL
SYSTEMEFFECTIVENESS
The basic procedure in the reactivity calibration of control rods and mass adjustment plugs was to establish a delayed critical configuration as a reference
point, increase the reactivity by inserting known amounts of control rod or by
adding a given number of plugs, and measure the rate at which the fission rate
increased in the (supercritical) assembly. Ak associated with the particular
change in configuration was then obtained using the delayed-neutron data of
Hughes et al. (2) in the inhour equation relating the fission rate e-folding time,
or “positive period, ” to the excess reactivity above delayed critical.
Ak for the original 5.5~in. control rods was observed to be about 44 cents per
rod; however, nonlinearity of Ah- as a function of control rod insertion prevented,
in practice full use of the available control. W ith some sacrifice in total available
Ak, improied linearity was achieved in one rod by placing a 13 in. long uranium
Plug in the end of its channel and shortening the rod by an equal amount, Ak as
a function of position of the modified rod is shown in Fig. 3. On the linear portion of the curve Ak per in. of control rod is about 11.7 cents; the total control
available with the modified rod is approximately 33 cents. AS the second rod is
normally used at full insertion, nonlinearity is of less importance in this case.
Because of the elongation of the Godiva sphere, Ak for a mass adjustment plug
depends upon its position on the sphere. The effectiveness ranges from 5.2 to
6-Ocents for “A” plugs and from 8.1 to 9.3 cents for ‘YES”plugs.
REACTIVITY

CONTRIBUTION

OF INTERIOR

,4ND SURFACE

b!hS

A quantity of interest in routine use of the critical assembly, as well as in
theoretical considerations, is the reactivity contribution per unit mass of uranium at various points in the assembly. The desired data were obtained by determ ining the change in reactivity associated with the insertion of a 30.gm ,
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5 in. diameter, 3 in. long uranium cylinder into a corresponding cavity in one
of the glory hole plugs, whose radial position in Godiva could he varied. The
results of these “replacement” measurements, which were extended to include
introduction of normal uranium and plutonium samples into the assembly, are
shown in Fi g. 3; the reactivity change produced by a sample atI a given radial
position is expressed in cents per mole of replacement material.
The curve for uranium, Fig. 4, can be used to determine directly the mass increment between a delayed critical and a prompt critical Godiva configuration;
one needs only to read off the reactivitv contribut,ion per mole of uranium at the
surface of the sphere and from this obt”ain the number of moles corresponding to
a 100~cent reactivity change. The mass difference between prompt and delaved
u
critical is thus found to be between 1200 and MN gm.
TEMPERATURE

COEFFICIENT

OF

REACTIVITYAND REACTIVITYREPRODI~CIBILITY

*4 simple calculation involving the thermal expansion coefficient of uranium,
the mass difference between prompt, and delaved critical, and a proportionality
between critical mass and the reciprocal of tie square of the uranium density
showed that the temperature coefficient of reactivity
should be about -0.34
cent/C’ for Godiva. The measured variation of react#ivity with temperature is
shown in the curve of Fig. 5, which indicates that the temperature coefficient
is about1 0.034 control rod in/C”. , or -0.40 cent/C”.
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FIG. 4. Reactivit~~ contribution values (per mole of replacement material) for fissionable materials in Godiva. The graph includes data from measurements made outside the
sphere surface.

This temperature coefficient is sufficiently large so that fluctuations in room
temperature produce troublesome shifts in reactivity, particularly since the thermal capacitv of the assembly is small and the time of response to ambient temperature cganges is correspondingly short,. A system of thermostatic control
which made the “local” ambient temperature variations small and regular (0.5C”
amplitude, 10 min period) was found to give adequate reproducibility of the
reactivitv of a given configuration of tlhe assembly. In one experiment carried
out under these conditions, tOhecontrol rod setting&at@delayed critical varied by
no more than &I.010 in. (~0.1 cent) in repeated assembling of Godiva during
a three-dav period. On the basis of accumulated experience, temperature variation rathe; than mechanical kouble is generally suspected if the rod setting for
delayed witical_’ varies bvv more than +0.005 in. in successive assembly operations.
Godiva is necessarily operated onlv at low power, since neither a cooling SYStern, IIor shielding
to protect person&l entering the building after operation, is
/
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CONTROL ROD POSlTlON ( INCHES)

FIG. 5. Control

rod position required to maintain a delayed critical configuration at
various temperatures of the critical assembly. The slope of the curve is -0.034 in/C”,
or -0.40 cent/C’.

provided. In practice, experiments involving precise reactivitv measurements
are generally carried out at power levels of from 0.1 to 1 watt, solthat self-heating
does not produce appreciable changes in reactivity. In other types of experiments, where a high neutron flux rather than accurate control of criticalitv is
needed, a power level of about a kilowatt may be reached. AtI this power, excess
reactivitv available in the control rods is sufficient to offset the effects of temperature”rise in the assembly for only about an hour’s running time; since the
radiation level at the surface of Godiva is of the order of 100 r/hr following such
operation, itI is not feasible to increase reactivity by adding mass adjustment
plugs manually.
At 100 watts, the neutron leakage from Godiva is about 5 X 1Ol2 n/sect
Brief descriptions of neutron energy and cross section comparison measurements involving the Godiva assembly are presented in the follolrving sections.
A discussion of some aspects of the studies made at* reactivities above prompt
critical is included.
I~XERGY

SPECTRUM

OF LEAKAGE

KEUTROSS

Measurements of the energy spectrum of leakage neutrons from Godiva have
been made with nuclear emulsions and with a hydrogen-filled cloud chamber.
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FIG. 6. Comparison of the Godiva leakage spectrum and uranium fission neutron spectrum.
The curves are normalized on the basis of their integrals.

The data were obtained with Godiva located out of doors on a scaffold such that
the critical assembly was about 15 ft above ground level; this arrangement reduced the background of scattered neutrons. The results of the emulsion work
are shown in Fig. 6. The fission spectrum (as obtained by Rosen (3) in recent
nuclear plate measurements) is also shown for comparison.
FI~SIOK CROSS SECTIOX RATIOS: SPECTIIAL INDICES

Manv attempts have been made to obtain data on differences in the neutron
spectrawof various critical assemblies at Los Alamos. In the absence of means for
direct interior measurements of neutron energies, a comparison of fission rates
in uZ34, Ez~s, u23S, and NpZ37 foils inserted into the critical assemblies permits
tabulation of relative values of the respective fission cross sections averaged
over the assembly’s spectrum. These “spectral indices,” interpreted on the basis
of separatelv measured fission cross sections as a function of neutron energy,
give indications of differences in the neutron spectra of the crit#ical assemblies.
The results of measurements made at the center of Godiva and in a fission
TABLE I
SPECTRAL MEASUREMENTS:~BSERVED
Frssrox CROSS S~CTIOS RATIOS
IS TWO XE'L'TRON SPECTRA
Ratio

Fission
spectrum

39
4-vrd

38.

OF

FOUR NUCLEI

Godivaspectrum
(central)

5.9
5.0
1.5

&
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TABLE 11
EXERGY DISTRIBUTXOX OF FISSION SPECTRUMAXD (CEXTRAL) GODIVA SPECTRUM NEUTRONS
Xeutron ener-gy
group --

Fraction of neutrons per energy group
Fission
spectmm

Godwa spectrum
(ten tral)

0.10

0.21
0.41
0.38

O-O.4 AMev
0.4-l .4 Mev
>1.4 Mev

0.34
0.56

spectrum (S-r) of neutrons are shown in Table I. Some of the data were obtained
with a small “double” ionization chamber containing foils of each of the two
isotopes used in a given measurement; in addition, radiochemical analysis and
y-counting of foils irradiated in the assembly were also employed in determining
relative fission rates. It has been estimated that the relative values of a given
cross section ratio in the two spectra are uncertain by &3 %. The ratio of cross
sections for a given pair of nuclei in a particular spectrum is less certain, since
these values depend upon foil weight determinations. The data of Table I imply
the approximate neutron energy distribution listed in Table II for the Godiva
spectrum; neutron distribution in the fission spectrum is included for comparison.
Continuing improvement in counting techniques, plus further investigation
of the background problem encountered in the fission spectrum measurements,
should improve the precision of this method of spectrum comparison.
NL~ERI~~L

REPLACEMENT MEASUREMENTS

The reactivity contributions of small samples of various elements (nonfissionable as well as fissionable) introduced into corresponding cavities in Godiva have
been determined as functions of position. Data on the reactivity contributions
mav be used in estimating the relative average transport cross sections of different elements. For certain elements. it mav be possible to evaluate the relative
importance of neutron capture and inelastic scattering of neutrons in producing
the observed reactivity contribution of the replacement element.
The results of measurements of the reactivity contributions per mole of a
number of elements are given in Table III; data on uranium, normal uranium,
and plutonium are not included in Table III since these are shown graphically in
Fig. 4. Additional data have been reported by ,4very et al. (8).
PIXOMPT CRITICAL

STUDIES WITH GODIVA

With one exception (9), previous studies of critical assembliesat Los Alamos
have been limited to the reactivity range between delayed critical and some
point well below prompt critical. Recent#ly, a renewed interest in extending this
range to include reactivities greater than 100 cents above delayed critical initiated what has been known as the “prompt-burst program,” involving a general
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TABLE
REACTIVITY
Element
or
isotope

Be
B
B’O
(-85%)
C
Al
Fe
co
7.
lhl
cu
r
Ln
&

Au
.
Bl
Th

CONTRIBUTIONS
Reactivity

1.242in.

67.
- 63.

94.
- 07.

-42.1
22.
04.
- 01
I
-0.0.
- 40.
- 16.
- 23.f
- 92.
- 76.
- 15.
- 12.

III

OF SOME

contribution,

0.030in.

ELEMENTS

20.
4 1
4’.5
22.
87.

IN

GODIVA

cents/mole, at designated radial positions

1.930in.

11.6
49.

2.512in.

10.8
8
- 01

50.
46.
39.
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9.0
93.
82.
97.
80.
93.
90.
84
11.6
16’6
18’.8

10’.4
99
10’6
12’2
10’7
11.8
11.7
14.1
17’.8
21.8
21.6

3.142in.

3.206in.

94.
79.
66.
97.
81.
90.
11.1
96
10.5
11’.6
13.7
17.8
19.8
20.0

investigation of the behavior of a critical assembly at excess react,ivities in the
range from about 95 to 110 cents. Some points of interest in such a set of measurements were these: (a) The observed self-term ination (via thermal expansion)
of the rapid rise in fission rate in a prompt critical assembly could be compared
with the calculated shape, size, and duration of the fission burst. (b) A comparison between the observed and the predicted prompt critical configuration
would determ ine, at least in principle, whether or not the delayed neutron periods
and abundances used in the inhour equation are correct; deviations from the
reactivity scale as predicted by the equation should be most apparent near prompt
M ica1 if, for instance, the shorter period and abundance values were in error.
(c) The availability of a high-intensity neutron pulse, as produced by a fission
burst, suggested a method of looking for short-period delayed neutrons, since
short-time irradiation of fissionable materials (favoring saturation of any shortperiod delayed neutron activitv) could be accomplished in higher fluxes than
would otherwise be obtainable at Los Alamos.
Godiva was chosen for use in the prompt-burst, program because a selected
reactivity could be accurately reproduced; also the assembly had previouslv been
operated routinely at reactivities as high as 95 cents above delayed critic& The
major modification to the assembly for studies of prompt critical behavior was
the provision of a t4hird “control rod,” consisting of a Q in. diameter, 7 in. long
uranium cylinder which could be propelled into the (modified) glory hole by an
explosive charge to vvield a rapid, reproducible change in reactivibv” of approximat<ely 100 cent,s.
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As a lo-channel, gated scaling system employed in recording routine positive
period measurements was not practical to use for e-folding times shorter than
about 0.1 set, the time dependence of the fission rate at high reactivities was
observed by applying the signal (proportional to fission rate) from a scintillatorphotomultiplier detector to the x-axis deflection plates of a cathode ray tube
while driving the y-axis deflection system with an (adjustable frequency) oscillator to furnish a time base. A photograph of the oscilloscope trace would then
yield the data required to obtain the fission rate as a function of time during a
burst.
Starting at about 95 cents above delayed critical, periods were measured at
react’ivities closely spaced in the interval between 95 and -110 cents, the latter
point corresponding to a fission rate e-folding time of about 12 psec. In the largest
fission bursts observed, approximately 2 X 1016fissions occurred, the major portion of the energy being released in about 50 psec. The average rate of energy
release during the main portion of the fission burst was, therefore, between lo3
and lo4 Mw. The resulting temperature rise of the assembly was 100°C. Details
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of the burst shape were in agreement with those predicted on the basis of available excess reactivity. This demonstration of the self-lim iting characteristic of
prompt critical bursts in Godiva is of interest in considerat,ion of reactor safety
problems. It appears that at least for moderate values of the excess reactivity
above prompt critical, the negative temperature coefficient of reactivity lim its
the size of the fission burst in an effective and highly reproducible fashion.
A graph of the observed fission rate e-folding times, or periods, as a function
of reactivity is shown in Fig. 7. The point designated as “prompt critical” was
established by extrapolating linearly to zero a plot of reciprocal period against
reactivity, a valid procedure if the extrapolation is based on periods short compared to delayed neutron periods. The period of the assemblv” at prompt critical
is about 0.74 msec.
An evaluation of the control rod effectiveness consistent with the observed
change in configuration required to bring the assembly from delayed to prompt
critical indicates a control rod worth of 11.85 cents/in. This number differs by
slightly more than the estimated error in measurement from the 11.7 cents/in.
obtained in the O-60 cent reactivity range. A comparison of these values does not,
therefore, indicate definitely whether or not the delayed neutron data of Hughes
(2) used in the inhour equation gives accurately the relation between reactivity
and period over the entire range between delayed and prompt critical. Recent
direct measurements of delayed neutron periods at Los Alamos (IO), however,
yield a set of periods (and abundances) somewhat different from those of Hughes
(3). Putting these latter values into the inhour equation produces better agreement between calculated and measured fission rate e-folding times at a specified
reactivity near prompt* critical than does the use of the Hughes’ values (,2).
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